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I N a graveside oration of moving'Simpl~ev, Ge\er.a1 Smuts summed up the 

life's work of Jan Hendrik Hofmeyr in W&d~'Ch I believe expressed in 
a moment of deep intuition;, th~ ,wofoundest 'tr tli bout his character and 
achievement. "In public life:' said General S ' "Jan Hofmeyr was an 
extraordinary person. His influence on South 'ca goes far deeper than 
politics. He has made a lasting spi\:itual impression on our country. He 
influenced our outlook and our lives as few men in their times have done. He 
had a Christian background, and believed in fundamental principles. He 
had reminded South Africans Df the principles on which their civilisation was 
founded. He was of the earth, but not earthy. The commonplace was 
below him. His actions, his view of life, and his great humanity called us to 
greater things. Young as he was, he made a contribution to our civilisation 
which was inestimable. He compares with the greatest sons of South Africa." 

It was "Onze Jan", Jan Hofmeyr's uncle, who prior to the nephew's great 
achievements had made the most conspicuous contribution of the Hofmeyrs 
to South Africa. The parallel lines in the lives of uncle and nephew are 
amazing. l 

The great Cape Liberal who worked for the ideal of British and Afrikaner 
unity in South Africa, and who was the author of what has been described 
as the minor Magna Carta of native voters in the Cape Province - the 
famous "Hofmeyr Act Number 39, of 188]"-had a tremendous influence on 
Jan Hofmeyr's life. 

In his book on his uncle, the nephew wrote when he was eighteen years • 
old: "Jan Hofmeyr, throughout his life was an idealist-he was a man who 
stood for certain aims, the attainment of which he made the central object 
of his political being." That tribute was an unconscious self-portrayal-an 
intuitive prophecy. For it was the young Hofmeyr's destiny to become the 
voice of South Africa's conscience-and to suffer for it. 

He was born in Cape Town on 20th March, 1894, 'and only survived a grave 
illness in infancy owing to the care of his devoted mother, who remained his 
close guardian and inseparable companion to the end. All who knew that 
partnership will extend their sympathy to its lonely survivor. 

The almost uncanny scholastic achievements of Hofmeyr, who had matri
culated at 12 and taken his B.A., B.Sc. and M.A. degrees before he was 
awarded a Rhodes Scholarship at the age of 19, are well known. He spent 
three years at Balliol, gaining 1st class honours in Greats. After a lectureship 
in classics at Cape Town, he accepted a Professorship in Classics in J ohannes
burg, and became principal of the Witwatersrand University College in 1919. 
at the age of 25. It was in ttfat year that I first met him. He launched me on 
my university career. My fhst interview was characteristic of him; I often 
had reason to recall it durirtg the intimate collaboration which it was my 
privilege to have with him, as co-author, collaborator and econOl:nic adviser 
during the last twenty-five years. For, in the course of interpreting certain 
university regulations, he rejected a proposed course of action-not because 
it was not within the regulations, but because he said it violated their con
stitutional spirit. Thirty years later, in the course of the preparations for a 

l(Cf. Jan Hofmeyr, Heir to Smuts, by Tom MacDonald). 
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war budget, a suggestion had been put to him as Minister of Finance that a 
large special fund should be created in connection with currency stabilisa
tion. The object of the S~gestion met with his approval. In the end, 
however, he turned it do on the ground that it violated "the spirit 
of the Constitution", and n 19ht ~nable the government in power to have 
large financial resources at its command in subsequent years and thus prove 
a temptation to utilise them for purposes which Parliament may not have 
intended. 

However, Hofmeyr wM a democrat in an even deeper sense than this. 
Already, as Professor of Classics he had been concerned with the main prob
lem which occupied him throughout his life. The problem of reconciling 
freedom and organisation. "Imperium et Libertas . ... Can these two incom
patibles ever be conjoined, or do these words represent a contradiction in 
terms?" he then asked. 1 And the same questions still haunted him in I946 
when, in the course of his last academic address-as Chancellor of the 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, he said: "It is of the very 
essence of the art of government to strike a balance between these two prin
ciples of freedom and order." 

Those were not the words of one giving lip service to an academic ideal. 
The very soul of the man revolted against intolerance and oppression, as is 
shown by the almost despairing passage in that address which reads: "Surely 
it is a mockery for us to talk of ourselves as a free people, to acclaim ourselves 
as the inheritors of a tradition of freedom, while we are as a nation to so 
large an extent the slaves of prejudice, while we allow our sense of dislike 
of the colour of some of our fellow South Africans to stand in the way of 
dealing fairly with them, while we let ourselves become the victims of the 
anti-semitic doctrines which were a most important part of the Nazi ideology 

• that we have fought to destroy ... The plain truth, whether we like it or 
not, is that the dominant mentality in South Africa is a Herrenvolk men
tality .... As long as we continue to apply a dual standard in South Africa 
... we shall suffer as a nation from what Plato would have called the lie in 
the soul. ... " 

That was the trouble about Hofmeyr. He could not be narrow or fanatical 
in a world which during his time came increasingly to worship fanaticism. 
He had a deep feeling for his own Afrikaner people and their culture, and 
was as contemptuous of Jingo Imperialism as he was, and wrote, of that 
earlier Greek exclusiveness, that "narrow patriotism ... of the Greek States, 
with their supreme confidence in the superior virtues of their own character, 
and their own city's institutions, their insularity."! 

Yet he could not be exclusive in his loyalties. He was loyal to his own 
Afrikaner people, loyal to South Africa, loyal to the Commonwealth, to the 
idea of Pan-African development, to Zionism, to India's emancipation, loyal 
to the organs of international order and the emergence of world-government. 
"Ever-widening loyalties," he once said, "are what characterise the spiritual 
growth of civilised man." 

Loyalty in personal relations surpassed them all. From the moment that 
he joined the South African party in I929 to the day of his death he remained 
the loyal lieutenant of his leader-"the older world luminary", as he has 

lSee his lecture on Imperialism and Liberty in Ancient History published by the Council 
of Education of the Witwatersrand, under the title Studies in Ancient Imperialism by 
Jan H. Hofmeyr, M.A., and T. Haarhoff, M.A. 
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been called-Jan Christian Smuts. Hofmeyr's unassuming devoted service 
through peace and war-much of it involving at times the main burden and 
responsibility of government at home-enabled the elder statesman to play 
his part for South Africa and the Allies on the world stage. 

Hofmeyr was himself responsible for no less than eight Budgets as Minister 
of Finance~a portfolio which he held with unequalled distinction and success 
-and usually combined with at least two or three others, and one or two act
ing portfolios as well, frequenf\y including that of acting Prime Minister. The 
characteristic feature of all his brilliant administrative and legislative work 
was uncanny, perhaps excessively academic, attention to detail, combined 
with a wonderful judicial capacity to disentangle the fundamental principles 
at stake in every issue. He enjoyed his administrative work-that is why 
perhaps his happiest years were those spent as Administrator of the Trans
vaal, from I923 to I929. But his liberal spirit needed other nourishment. 
Every respite from the duties of office was spent on the liberal front. Thus 
his collaboration with that small group of intimate friends who combined 
with him to write Coming of Age-Studies in South African Citizenship and 
Politics in I93I. Thus his work with some of those same friends and others in 
the establishment of The Forum, still the only liberal weekly in South Africa. 
But he was a believer in freedom and order. He was not a rebel. Perhaps that 
is why he could not lead a party of liberal rebels condemned for all forseeable 
time to remain in the political wilderness. As one who witnessed his many 
attempts to start a great liberal party I believe the path he chose was the 
right one. The time was not ripe for more. 

But this decision was not based on compromise with his principles. At no 
time was he prepared to sacrifice them. He would fight for them against 
party, or any other, loyalty, as was shown by his unavailing stand against the 
abolition of the Cape Native franchise, and two years later by his resignation 
from the Herzog Cabinet; and by the occasions when he took the field even 
against his own leader, General Smuts, on Indian policy. 

Very few peoples can long tolerate being governed by the voice of con
science. Perhaps that is the reason for the success of the Nationalists in their 
vilification of Hofmeyr's policies. The voice of conscience is now stilled ... 
but without doubt it will not be stilled for long. 
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